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Abstract. To assess the seismic performance of slopes, the simplified displacement-based methods 7 

represent a good-working balance between simplicity and reliability. The so-called uncoupled 8 

methods permit to account for the effects of deformability and ductility by computing separately the 9 

dynamic site response and the sliding block displacements.  10 

In this paper the procedure proposed by Bray and Rathje (1998) was revised and adapted to Italian 11 

seismicity on a set of subsoil models, representative of the different soil classes specified by the 12 

Italian and European Codes. The relationship expressing the decrease of the equivalent acceleration 13 

with earthquake/soil frequency ratio was then obtained by means of dynamic 1D seismic response 14 

analyses. Statistical correlations between calculated Newmark displacements, significant ground 15 

motion parameters and the critical acceleration ratio were also derived.  16 

To estimate the reference ground motion parameters necessary for the full implementation of the 17 

proposed procedure, literature predictive equations, calibrated on strong motion records of 18 

international databases, were revised for the Italian seismicity. These ground motion prediction 19 

equations, together with simplified displacements relationships, allowed for developing an original 20 

quick procedure to evaluate the seismic slope performance by specifying the probability of 21 

exceedance of a threshold displacement, based only on few seismic input motion parameters. 22 
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1 Introduction  1 

The current methods to assess the stability or performance of slopes under seismic conditions can 2 

be classified in three different categories (Ausilio et al., 2009; Jibson, 2011):  3 

1. pseudo-static: a conventional limit equilibrium analysis in which the seismic action is 4 

represented by an ‘equivalent acceleration’; 5 

2. displacement-based analysis: the permanent displacements induced by earthquake 6 

acceleration-time history are calculated by the rigid sliding block model (Newmark, 1965); 7 

3. stress-strain analysis: it is possible to account for the spatial variability of ground motion, as 8 

well as of the heterogeneity and of the stress-strain behaviour of slope materials. 9 

In the first two cases, soil deformability and coupling between dynamic response of the system and 10 

the frequency content of the seismic motion are not considered. Such approximation can be 11 

misleading, since the dynamic coupling may produce resonance phenomena and asynchronous 12 

motion, with consequent increase or reduction of the inertial effects with respect to those calculated 13 

under the hypothesis of rigid behaviour of the slope (e.g. Makdisi and Seed, 1978). In principle, 14 

these effects can be correctly taken into account through dynamic stress-strain analyses including 15 

advanced constitutive models. However, such rigorous approaches need the determination of a 16 

number of soil parameters that are often difficult to be measured. Therefore, their use is typically 17 

convenient only for the analysis of strategic earth structures. 18 

A good-working balance between simplicity and reliability is represented by displacement-based 19 

methods accounting for soil deformability in a simple way. These methods can provide equivalent 20 

seismic coefficients suitable for a performance-based pseudo-static analysis, and require few 21 

synthetic parameters representative of both ground motion and slope geotechnical model (see for 22 

instance: Bray, 2007; Ausilio et al, 2007b; Saygili and Rathje, 2008). 23 

A dynamic uncoupled analysis should, in principle, consist of two stages: 24 

1. calculation of an equivalent acceleration time history by a seismic response analysis, 25 

typically with a linear equivalent soil modelling;  26 

2. evaluation of displacement by integrating the relative motion between the rigid landslide 27 

mass and the stable subsoil below the sliding surface. 28 

The statistical processing of the results obtained by the above two-stage simplified analyses, with 29 

reference to a specific seismic database, leads to develop straightforward relationships for 30 

simplified displacement predictions. 31 

The Fig. 1 schematically shows the procedure of a simplified uncoupled approach, by 32 

generalising the prototype method originally proposed by Bray and Rathje (1998) and considered in 33 

this study. 34 



 1 

Fig. 1. Flowchart of simplified decoupled approach for evaluating slope permanent displacements. 2 

 3 

The application needs the preliminary definition of the seismic action, in terms of peak reference 4 

acceleration, ag, frequency content (mean period, Tm) and significant duration of shaking (D5-95, 5 

defined between 5%-95% normalized Arias intensity). In practice, such parameters can be evaluated 6 

by site-specific seismic hazard analyses or empirical predictive relationships (e.g. Rathje et al, 7 

2004; Kempton and Stewart, 2006). The slope geotechnical model is characterised by the 8 

fundamental period, Ts, of the potentially unstable soil mass, and by the yield acceleration, ay, 9 

corresponding to the onset of sliding. Non-linear site amplification is taken into account, by 10 

expressing the surface acceleration, as, as a function of ag and of the subsoil class (Fig. 1a); thus, the 11 

equivalent acceleration, aeq, is obtained through a reduction factor decreasing with the ratio between 12 

Ts and Tm (Fig. 1b). Finally, the value of aeq is used to evaluate the displacement d*, often 13 

normalised with respect to the reference ground motion parameters (Fig. 1c).  14 

In this study, the relationships (a), (b) and (c) in Fig. 1, together with the empirical predictive 15 

equations required for estimating the reference ground motion parameters, have been statistically 16 

defined for the Italian seismic database (§2). They have been used to develop a simple screening 17 

procedure for the evaluation of seismic performance of slopes from few ground motion parameters 18 

defining the design earthquake (§3). Finally, the different methods described in this paper have been 19 

tested for three well-documented case histories (§4). 20 

2 Simplified decoupled analysis 21 

2.1 Equivalent acceleration 22 

In principle, the time-dependent seismic loading for a slope corresponds to a time history of the 23 

equivalent acceleration, aeq(t), proportional to the horizontal resultant of the inertia forces acting on 24 

the potentially sliding mass. 25 



 1 

Fig. 2. Calculation of the equivalent acceleration for a circular sliding surface (a) and one-dimensional 2 
approximation (b). 3 

 4 

In conventional pseudo-static stability analyses, the seismic coefficient is estimated as equal or 5 

proportional to the peak value of the equivalent acceleration, aeq,max, rather than to the peak ground 6 

acceleration of the reference ground motion, ag, or to that evaluated at surface, as. As schematically 7 

drawn in Fig. 2a, an operational equivalent acceleration, aeq (≈ aeq,max), can be defined as the 8 

resultant force of the individual peak values of the inertia forces, Fh (z, t), through the expression: 9 

 

max
0 0

1 1
( ) ( ) ( )

H H

eq ha F z dz a z b z dz
M M

      (1) 10 

where M is the soil mass involved in the landslide and  is the unit volume mass. 11 

For more complex geometries (i.e., not one-dimensional), a rigorous calculation of aeq requires the 12 

use of two-dimensional finite element analyses (e.g., QUAD4M; Hudson et al., 1994). Rathje and 13 

Bray (1999) demonstrate that 1-D analyses generally provide a conservative approximation of aeq 14 

for deep sliding surfaces and a moderate underestimate for shallow surfaces near slope crests. 15 

When the dynamic equilibrium of a soil column (Fig. 2b) is considered, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as: 16 
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   (2) 17 

that is a conservative evaluation because it does not consider the asynchronous motion.  18 

Therefore, in this study the value of aeq was calculated from the shear stress time history,  (t), and 19 

the total vertical stress, v, evaluated at the depth, H, of a possible sliding surface: 20 
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 (3) 21 

Following Eq. (3), values of aeq have been obtained from shear stress time history  (t), calculated 22 

for different possible depths of the sliding surface in a set of virtual soil profiles compatible with the 23 

subsoil classification specified by Seismic Eurocode EC8 (EN 1998-1, 2003) and the more recent 24 

Italian Technical Code (NTC, 2008). The computations were carried out through one-dimensional 25 

seismic site response (SSR) analyses by using the software EERA (Bardet et al, 2000).   26 



2.2 Seismic database  1 

The set of accelerometric records used in this study was extracted from the database SISMA (Site of 2 

Italian Strong Motion Accelerograms) developed by Scasserra et al. (2008), including 48 Italian 3 

earthquakes with moment magnitude, Mw, greater than 4 for the period 1972 to 2002. 4 

The database consists of 110 recordings from accelerometric stations for which there is availability 5 

of a reliable geotechnical characterization. The station sites are classified into three subsoil 6 

categories summarizing the site conditions in terms of equivalent shear wave velocity in the 7 

shallowest 30 m, VS,30. As a result, 40 records were selected for outcropping rock (VS,30  800 m/s), 8 

49 records for stiff soil (360  VS,30 > 800 m/s) and 21 records for soft soil sites (VS,30 < 360 m/s).  9 

Fig. 3a shows the frequency distribution of Mw with reference to the number of records. The 10 

magnitude of the selected events has a modal value between 5.5 and 6.5 for the records on rock and 11 

soft soil, while for those on stiff soil the modal value is included in the range 4.5-5.5, i.e. that 12 

typical of most of the aftershock records of the main Italian seismic sequences. 13 

The horizontal components of the selected records have been processed in order to define the most 14 

significant ground motion parameters. The graphs in Fig. 3b, c and d report the frequency 15 

distribution of the acceleration peak, amax, the mean period, Tm, and the significant duration, D5-95, 16 

for the three subsoil categories described above. The most frequent value of the peak acceleration 17 

falls between 0.05 g and 0.1 g for all subsoil classes (Fig. 3b), again due to the dominant influence 18 

of the aftershock recordings.  19 

 20 

 21 

Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of moment magnitude (a), peak ground acceleration (b), mean period (c) and 22 
significant duration (d), of the Italian seismic dataset used in this study. 23 



There is a clear dependence of the mean period on the subsoil class (Fig. 3c): the modal value, in 1 

fact, is less than 0.2 s for recordings on outcropping rock and coherently increases for the stiff to 2 

soft soil classes; also, the dispersion of the Tm distribution appears to increase with the subsoil 3 

deformability. On the contrary, the dependence of the significant duration, D5-95, on soil stiffness is 4 

less pronounced (Fig. 3d). 5 

2.3 Ground motion prediction equations 6 

The above acceleration-time records were accurately processed obtaining ground motion prediction 7 

equations (GMPEs), appropriate to estimate the most significant parameters for calculating the 8 

slope displacements, at given earthquake magnitude and source-site distance. In fact, while the peak 9 

acceleration, ag, can be directly specified from the national seismic hazard map, the definition of 10 

suitable GMPEs for Italian seismicity is needed for the significant duration, D5-95, and the mean 11 

period, Tm. 12 

The simplest forms of the analytical functions proposed by Kempton and Stewart (2006) and Rathje 13 

et al. (2004) were considered, excluding the terms accounting for site and directivity effects. Both 14 

relationships were derived from the application of the theoretical Fourier spectrum of the source 15 

model by Brune (1970, 1971) to a large international strong motion database; in this study, they 16 

have been reworked using the 40 records on outcropping rock stations of the Italian database.  17 

In Fig. 4a-b the data points showing the significant duration and the mean period of the Italian 18 

accelerograms are compared with the analytical values computed using the GMPEs suggested by 19 

Kempton and Stewart (2006) and Rathje et al. (2004), respectively. For D5-95, the GMPE seems to 20 

be in agreement with the data, but these latter show a significant scatter, especially for lower 21 

magnitude ranges. For Tm, the GMPE tends to overestimate the observations for Mw less than 6.5, 22 

and to underestimate them for higher magnitudes. 23 

The GMPE suggested by Kempton and Stewart (2006) can be expressed in a simpler manner 24 

introducing constant values of source parameters, obtaining the relationship: 25 

  5 95 1 2 3log( ) log exp( )w JB LD LDD d d M d r        (4) 26 

where rJB is the minimum distance between the site and the fault projection on the ground surface 27 

(Joyner and Boore, 1981). The suffix LD stands for the random variable obtained as logarithmic 28 

transformation of D5-95: therefore, εLD is the normalized residual error, distributed with a standard 29 

normal law, and σLD is the standard deviation of LD. The regression coefficients d1, d2, d3 and σLD 30 

are reported in Table 1. 31 



In Fig. 4c, the data recorded during events with Mw = 6 ÷ 6.5 (full symbols) are compared with the 1 

analytical functions obtained in this study (black lines) and those suggested by Kempton and 2 

Stewart (2006), drawn with grey lines.  3 

The median values and the standard deviation predicted by both relationships are practically the 4 

same. To verify the reliability of the prediction, the results were also compared to the data from the 5 

strong-motion records of l’Aquila earthquake (06/04/2009, Mw  = 6.3) on rock outcrop, not included 6 

in the initial dataset. Although some long distance data fall close to the upper bound, the GMPE by 7 

Kempton and Stewart (2006) proves to be enough reliable also for Italian seismicity. 8 

The GMPE suggested by Rathje et al. (2004) was obtained by evaluating the mean period of the 9 

Fourier spectrum of the theoretical model, using the source parameters typical of the western US 10 

seismicity. Sensitivity analyses by the Authors showed that, for Mw ≤ 7.25, the dependence of 11 

log(Tm) on both magnitude and distance can be approximated by a linear relationship as follows: 12 

    1 2 3log 6m w JB LT LTT t t M t r       (5) 13 

Again, LT is the random variable obtained as logarithmic transformation of Tm, εLT is the 14 

normalized residual error (distributed with a standard normal law), and σLT is the standard deviation 15 

of LT. The coefficients t1, t2, t3 and σLT are reported in Table 1. As for D5-95, Fig. 4d shows an 16 

example of comparison of the data points (full symbols) with the GMPE obtained in this study 17 

(black lines) and that originally developed by Rathje et al. (2004), drawn with grey lines, for the 18 

magnitude range 6 ÷ 6.5. The predictive relationships are, again, compared to the data recorded 19 

during l’Aquila earthquake (hollow symbols). Note that the multiple regression of the Italian data 20 

significantly improves the parameter prediction. The dependence on Mw was checked as more 21 

pronounced, but the residual dispersion was found similar to that reported by Rathje et al (2004). As 22 

a conclusion, Eq. (5) was verified as a satisfactory GMPE for predicting Tm induced by the Italian 23 

seismicity. 24 

 25 

Table 1. Regression coefficients of the GMPEs for significant duration (Eq. 4) and mean period (Eq. 5) 26 
proposed in this study. 27 

Eq. Coefficient Value Range 
St. error St. deviation 

of coefficient of regression, σ 

 d1 0.021  0.004 0.002  
(4) d2 0.935  0.168 0.084 σLD = 0.221 

 d3 0.156  0.057 0.029  

 t1 -0.532  0.069 0.034  
(5) t2 0.256  0.061 0.030 σLT = 0.155 

 t3 0.003  0.003 0.001  

 28 



 1 

Fig. 4. Comparison between the significant duration (a) and the mean period (b) of Italian seismic records 2 
(DB samples) with those computed through the predictive equations by Kempton & Stewart (2006) (K&S-3 
06) and Rathje et al. (2004) (R.et al-04); comparison of the recorded data with the GMPEs calibrated in this 4 
study, for the events with 6<Mw 6.5 (c, d). 5 
 6 

2.4 Subsoil models 7 

A set of virtual soil profiles, compatible with EC8 and NTC classification criteria, was generated 8 

considering different lithologies (Fig. 5a): medium density gravel, sand and soft clay, characterized 9 

by thickness varying from 5 to 60 m, and by the index properties listed in Table 2. 10 

The corresponding shear wave velocity profiles were deduced using empirical literature correlations 11 

between the small strain stiffness, G0, and the lithostatic stress state and history (Hardin, 1978; 12 

Kokusho and Esashi, 1981; d’Onofrio and Silvestri, 2001); the stiffness parameters were selected as 13 

compatible with the soil index properties and the variability range of the empirical relationships. 14 

Thus, a number of 63 soil profiles was obtained; they have been classified into the 4 classes B, C, 15 

D, E suggested by EC8 and NTC, according to the combination between the bedrock depth and the 16 

equivalent shear wave velocity (Fig. 5b). The non-linear and dissipative soil behaviour for seismic 17 

response analyses was defined expressing the variation of the normalized shear modulus, G/G0, and 18 

the damping ratio, D, with shear strain, , through the literature curves reported in Fig. 5c. 19 

 20 

Table 2. Index properties of the soil types. 21 

Soil type 
IP  e VS30 Class 

[%] [kN/m3] [-] [m/s] (EC8) 

gravel 0 21 0.3÷0.7 361÷797 B 
sand 0 20 0.3÷1.0 181÷353 C (H > 30 m) – E (H < 30 m) 
clay 30 18 - 101174 D (H > 30 m) – E (H < 30 m) 



 1 

Fig. 5. Virtual subsoil profiles adopted in this study: (a) range of shear wave velocity profiles, (b) EC8 and 2 
NTC classification, (c) stiffness and damping curves modified after Vucetic and Dobry (1991) (for sand and 3 
clay profiles) and Stokoe et al. (2003) (for gravel profiles). 4 

 5 

The bedrock of the deeper soil profiles, pertaining to class B (gravel), C (sand), and D (clay), was 6 

basically assumed as a soft rock with shear wave velocity, Vs,b, equal to 800 m/s. For the gravel 7 

profiles resulting with Vs > 800m/s at the depth of bedrock, the value of Vs,b was set equal to that of 8 

the overlying soil, in order to avoid inversions and to mitigate the effects of the impedance contrast. 9 

These latter are, instead, expected to be more significant for the class E profiles, for which the value 10 

of Vs,b was imposed equal to 1000 m/s.  11 

2.5 Non-linear response factor 12 

The acceleration records on outcropping rock (described in § 2.2) were assumed as reference input 13 

motions for the seismic response analyses. The results were first processed to obtain suitable 14 

relationships between the peak acceleration at surface, as, and the reference input value, ag. For each 15 

subsoil class, a power law of ag was considered (Eq. 6): 16 

 
m

s ga q a   (6) 17 

Table 3 reports the best fit parameters q and m, together with their statistical variation and the 18 

adjusted coefficient of determination, adj.R2. The non-linear response factor, SNL, can be 19 

straightforward defined as follows: 20 

 1m
NL s g gS a a q a     (7) 21 



Table 3: Coefficients of the power law expressing the non-linear response factor, SNL (Eqs. 6-7). 1 

subsoil Eqs. 6 and7 

class q m adj.R2 

B 0.911 (0.030) 0.817 (0.0197) 0.967 

C 0.691 (0.035) 0.648 (0.0286) 0.890 

D 0.598 (0.036) 0.654 (0.0345) 0.847 

E 0.953 (0.028) 0.721 (0.0170) 0.966 

 2 

Fig. 6 reports the best-fit curves obtained for each subsoil class together with the sampling 3 

distribution regions (symbols and shaded areas). The latter show a dispersion increasing with the 4 

shaking intensity, due to the incomplete description of soil response with a unique reference 5 

parameter when a marked non-linear soil behaviour occurs. For class E, the large variability of 6 

stiffness among the soil columns introduces an additional source of data dispersion. 7 

The same figure shows the comparison between the as data (shaded area), the analytical 8 

relationships obtained by Eq. (6) (grey lines), and the recommendations by EC8 and NTC (black 9 

continuous lines and dashed lines, respectively). Note that, for classes B and E, the relationships 10 

obtained in this study are in agreement with the NTC and EC8 indications for input motions of 11 

engineering interest (ag = 0.1  0.4 g), while they result less conservative for classes C and, most of 12 

all, D. 13 

 14 

 15 

Fig. 6. Regression curves for peak surface acceleration. 16 

17 



2.6 Frequency reduction factor 1 

For each dynamic analysis, the equivalent acceleration, aeq, was computed with Eq. (3), referred to 2 

a possible sliding surface located at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 m, if compatible with the bedrock 3 

depth. Following the procedure proposed by Bray and Rathje (1998), for each subsoil class the ratio 4 

between aeq and as, defined as ‘frequency reduction factor’, F, was expressed as a function of the 5 

ratio between the fundamental period of the sliding mass, Ts, and the mean period of the reference 6 

ground motion, Tm. This ratio can be easily shown as being proportional to that between the 7 

dominant wavelength of the ground motion and the thickness of the potentially sliding mass. 8 

Ausilio et al. (2007a) showed that if the values of aeq and as are consistently evaluated, e.g. they 9 

both come from the same SSR analysis, the relationship between F and Ts/Tm could be considered 10 

independent of the subsoil class. The variation of the best-fit curves for each subsoil class, in fact, is 11 

lower than the data scatter. Therefore, in this study, the entire available dataset was considered, 12 

verifying that the results obtained are in agreement with the observations made by Ausilio et al. 13 

(2007a). 14 

A number of 23360 (63 profiles  40 input motions × 2 components × 2 ÷ 6 sliding surface depths) 15 

values of the frequency reduction factor, F, as obtained by as 5040 SSR analyses, was clustered 16 

into 13 ranges of Ts/Tm. Statistical analyses were performed to evaluate the distribution of the F 17 

samples among each subset of data. In particular, the sampling distributions of the logarithm of F, 18 

for each cluster (shown in Fig. 7 through histograms) could be well described by a normal 19 

distribution of the theoretical random variable, LΑ (grey lines).  20 

The logarithmic transformation of F for each cluster can be expressed as a function of the normally 21 

distributed error, εL, as follows: 22 

 23 

24 
Fig. 7. Frequency reduction factor vs. normalized fundamental period of the sliding mass, considering the 25 
peak acceleration at surface as computed with SSR analysis (a) or using the non-linear response factor (b). 26 



Table 4. Regression coefficients for the evaluation of median and standard deviation of the logarithm of the 1 
frequency factor (Eqs. 9, 10). 2 

  (a) (b) 

Parameter Coefficient as from SSR  as from Eq. (6) 

  Value ( err.st,) Value ( err.st,) 

LΑ 

a0 0.000 ( 0.000) -0.081 ( 0.003) 
a1 -0.925 ( 0.134) -0.340 ( 0.050) 

 0.896 ( 0.155) 0.648 ( 0.043) 
s 1.260 ( 0.064) 2.845 ( 0.296) 

adj.R2 0.999 0.828 

σLΑ 

h 0.118 ( 0.006) 0.143 ( 0.004) 
k 0.489 ( 0.036) 0.375 ( 0.020) 

adj. R2 0.964 0.976 

 3 

 
log F L L L     

 (8) 4 

In Eq. (8), by adopting the well-known ‘method of moments’, the expected value of LΑ, LΑ, is set 5 

equal to the mean value of the data samples, as well as σLΑ is set equal to their standard deviation.  6 

The mean value is expressed as a function of the period ratio by: 7 

 0 1

1
log 1

s

s
L

m

T
a a

T


  
     

   

 (9) 8 

in which a0 is the limit value of log(F) as the period ratio approaches to 0. This latter condition 9 

corresponds to a rigid response of the soil column, hence theoretically F equal to unity. The 10 

parameter θ is the value of Ts/Tm corresponding to F = a0/2; a1 and s are two shape parameters. 11 

The standard deviation increases with the period ratio with a power law: 12 

  
k

L s mh T T   (10) 13 

Table 4 reports the coefficients of Eqs. (9) and (10), their standard error referred to a 95% 14 

confidence level and the adjusted coefficient of determination, adj.R2. In Fig. 7a, the sampling data 15 

are compared with the regression curve of the mean value (continuous black line) and those referred 16 

to 16% and 84% probability of exceedance, i.e. setting LΑ = ±1 in Eq. (8) (dashed black lines). 17 

In practice, the maximum surface acceleration, as, can be viewed as a random variable, too. For 18 

such a reason, an additional set of reduction coefficients was computed using the peak surface 19 

acceleration predicted through Eq. (6). The coefficients of the best-fit relationships (9) and (10) 20 

were therefore recalculated including the variability of the non-linear response factor, SNL (see 21 

column b in Table 4 and black lines in Fig. 7b). In this case, the data scatter with respect to the 22 

mean prediction is increased. Note, also, that a0 is less than the theoretical zero value: this is due to 23 

an overestimation of site amplification for stiff soil columns. From the above results, an operative 24 

relationship simpler than Eq. (8) can be formulated to predict F : 25 
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s m F F
F

F F F

T T

p
 (11) 1 

in which p is the probability of non-exceedance and *
Α is set equal to 0.25, i.e. about the mean 2 

value of the standard deviation in the sampling range of Ts/Tm. 3 

2.7 Displacement relationships 4 

For the prediction of permanent displacements with the rigid block model (Newmark, 1965), a 5 

screening criterion of the accelerometric data set was introduced, in order to exclude the records not 6 

significant for triggering sliding phenomena. The accelerograms excluded from the reference 7 

database were those recorded at a source-site distance greater than the limit indicated by Keefer and 8 

Wilson (1989) for disrupted slides and falls (i.e. category I in Fig. 8). The final data set consisted of 9 

32 recordings for rock outcrop, 32 for stiff soil, and 14 for deformable soil sites.  10 

Four values of displacements were computed for each one of the above records, since both 11 

horizontal motion components (typically, EW and NS), and both up-slope and down-slope 12 

directions were considered. The ratio, η, between the yield acceleration, ay, and the maximum value 13 

of the time history along the integration direction, amax, varied from 0.1 to 0.9. For each series of η, 14 

the displacement samples, u, were considered as realizations of a random variable, U.  15 

Fig. 9a shows the median displacement values (symbols and solid lines), as well as 10% and 90% 16 

percentiles (dashed lines), plotted versus η for each subsoil class. The plots show a great dispersion 17 

of the data (also highlighted by the mean standard deviation of samples, LU) and the effects of the 18 

soil response.  19 

 20 

 21 

Fig. 8. Screening of acceleration records potentially inducing slope displacements. 22 



 1 

Fig. 9. Relationships predicting permanent displacement as a function of the acceleration ratio considering: 2 
(a) absolute displacements, (b) displacement scaling according to Bray and Rathje (1998), (c) normalized 3 
displacements.  4 

 5 

The scatter decreases if additional ground motion parameters are accounted for. For instance, the 6 

plots in Fig. 9b show that an appreciable reduction of the mean standard deviation is obtained after 7 

scaling the displacement with respect to the peak acceleration and the duration, as suggested by 8 

Bray and Rathje (1998); such a choice, however, does not represent a non-dimensional solution. 9 

Therefore, the statistical processing of the data was reviewed looking for a rational normalisation 10 

criterion, with the aim to obtain a lower data dispersion. This can be achieved through two ways:  11 

1) a statistical approach, based on the identification of the set of ground motion parameters that 12 

minimizes the misfit with the prediction of dynamic Newmark analysis (e.g. Saygili and 13 

Rathje, 2008); 14 

2) an analytical approach, based on the theoretical solution of the rigid block model subjected 15 

to a simple harmonic accelerogram with peak amplitude amax, duration D5-95 and period Tm 16 

(e.g. Yegian et al, 1991). 17 

This latter approach, which was preferred in this study, leads to a dimensionless relationship 18 

between the acceleration ratio, , and the displacement, normalised as follows:  19 

 *

max 5 95m

u
u

a T D 

  (12) 20 

The statistical tests on the mean values of the grouped samples confirmed the logical coherence of 21 

the normalisation criterion, since u* was found as independent of the subsoil class with a 22 

significance level of 10% (see Fig. 9c). 23 

The statistical analyses of the set of normalized displacements showed that the random variable U* 24 

is well described by a log-normal distribution. For each value of the acceleration ratio, η, the 25 

logarithmic transformation of U*, indicated as LU*, was therefore considered. The mean value, LU*, 26 



and the standard deviation, σLU*, were computed in order to describe a generic realization of LU* as 1 

a function of the standard error, εLU*: 2 

 *

* * *log LU LU LUu      (13) 3 

The mean value was expressed as a function of η by using different analytical models. The simplest 4 

is represented by the linear function (LIN - Fig. 10a): 5 

 * 1.349 3.410LU      (14) 6 

A second regression law was considered by using the logarithmic relationship proposed by 7 

Ambraseys and Menu (1988) (AM - Fig. 10b): 8 

    * 2.571 2.389 log 1.125 log1LU         (15) 9 

The corresponding standard deviation, LU*, showed a poor variability with , which can be 10 

expressed through a linear function: 11 

  * 0.25 1LU     (16) 12 

with an average value approximately equal to 0.35. 13 

In Fig. 10a and b, the distributions of data samples (histograms and grey lines), the median values 14 

and the 16th and 84th percentiles (symbols) are compared to the analytical relationships of Eqs. (14) 15 

and (15) (black lines), respectively. In particular, the 16th and 84th percentile curves (black dashed 16 

lines) were obtained from Eq. (13), by introducing the average value of LU* and setting LU* equal 17 

to ±1. 18 

The AM relationship provides the best value of the regression coefficient; however, this curve has 19 

two vertical asymptotes for  approaching 0 (i.e. unstable slope in static conditions) and 1 (i.e. 20 

acceleration below the critical value).  21 

 22 

 23 

Fig. 10. Statistical distribution of normalized displacement vs acceleration ratio and regression curves 24 
considered in this study: (a) linear function and (b) relationship modified from Ambraseys and Menu (1988) 25 



Therefore, Eq. (15) is ideally applicable for the range η = 0.1 ÷ 0.9. On the other hand, Eq. (14) 1 

presents a good fit to the sample values for the range η = 0.1 ÷ 0.5. The differences between the two 2 

laws do not significantly affect the value of the standard deviation evaluated from the residual 3 

analysis. 4 

3 Development of a screening procedure 5 

3.1 Displacement hazard curve 6 

The decoupled procedure proposed above, if adopted together with the GMPEs reported in §2.3, 7 

allows to compute a ‘displacement hazard curve’ for a specific slope. 8 

The displacement hazard curve can be defined as the frequency of occurrence, expressed in terms of 9 

a return period or annual rate of exceedance, related to a given displacement. It includes the 10 

probabilistic variation of the parameters characterizing the site seismicity, expressed in terms of 11 

relevant ‘seismic hazard’ curves. The ‘design earthquake’, instead, can be obtained reversing the 12 

hazard analysis by fixing a probability value or a return period. Commonly, for a given site, the 13 

seismic hazard and the design earthquake are specified by official documents, namely a ‘hazard 14 

map’ and the technical design code.  15 

For practical purposes, in this study it was considered more appropriate to express the displacement 16 

hazard curve as the probability that the design earthquake, with a given return period, produces a 17 

displacement greater than a specified value, u. The joint probability can be expressed formally by 18 

the relationship: 19 

   ( | , ) ( | , ) ( | ), , | , , , ,     F g F FdG D M dG T dG T G d dTdDG u M R R M R u a D T
 (17) 

20 

where dG(D| M,R) and dG(T| M, R) are the Conditional Probability Density Functions (CPDF) of 21 

duration, D, and period, T, respectively, for given values of magnitude, M, and distance, R. Instead, 22 

dG(F|T) is the CPDF of the frequency factor, F, for a given T; G(u| ag, D, T, , F) and 23 

G(u| M, R, ) are the Conditional Cumulated Distribution Functions (CCDF) of the displacement, 24 

for a given set of parameters representing ground motion and site seismicity, respectively.  25 

Note that in Eq. (17) the reference acceleration, ag, is a deterministic value, expressed as a function 26 

of (M, R, ) through an appropriate attenuation law. The yield acceleration and the fundamental 27 

period, summarizing the geotechnical properties in the proposed decoupled procedure, are also 28 

considered as deterministic variables. As a consequence, the explicit expression of Eq. (17) must be 29 

considered as site-dependent, and does not provide general and more widely applicable indications.  30 

In order to simplify the evaluation of the joint probability, the frequency reduction factor, F, can 31 

be considered as a deterministic parameter; in this case, its value could be computed by introducing 32 



the median value of Tm in Eq. (11). Alternatively, to maintain a conservative approach, F can be 1 

set as F,max (i.e. equal to 0.85 for p = 50% or to 1 for p = 84%). Under this assumption, the 2 

normalized displacement (see Eq. 12) can be expressed in the form: 3 

        *

max 5 95log log log log mu u a D T    (18) 4 

Introducing in Eq. (18) the relationships (4) and (5), Eq. (13) can be rewritten as a function of the 5 

median values of ground motion parameters, as follows:   6 
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where: 8 

 10 LT

mT   and 5 95 10 LDD 

   (20) 9 

in which μLT and μLD are the median value of the logarithmic transformation of duration and period 10 

from Eqs. (4) and (5), setting null value for εLD and εLT. 11 

Assuming that the spurious correlation between the random variables u, D5-95 and Tm is expressed 12 

through the empirical laws as a function of magnitude and distance, the normalized displacement is 13 

a linear combination of the residual random variables εLU*, εLD and εLT, that are theoretically 14 

independent. The displacement hazard curve, expressed by Eq. (19), may be therefore rewritten as: 15 
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 (21) 16 

where the total normalised error, tot, is distributed again with a standard normal law, while the 17 

global standard deviation, σtot, is given by: 18 

 
2 2 2

* 0.45tot LU LD LT       (22) 19 

3.2 Limit acceleration 20 

Following the approach first proposed by Seed (1979), Eq. (13) can be used to evaluate a limit 21 

value of the yield acceleration, alim, fixing a threshold displacement value, ulim, for an assigned 22 

probability level (Fig. 11). Referring to the performance-based design approach, ulim may represent 23 

the threshold demand parameter that brings the slope to a limit damage state, specified by either the 24 

technical code or the engineer.  25 

By reversing the linear formulation for LU* (Eq. 14), alim can be expressed in closed form as 26 

follows: 27 

 max lim
lim * *

max 5 95

1.349 log
3.410

LU LU
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a u
a
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 23 28 

The maximum acceleration, amax, is given by: 29 



 1 

Fig. 11. Definition of limit acceleration for a given threshold displacement. 2 

 3 

 max F g F NL T ga S a S S a     (24) 4 

where S is the global value of the site amplification, obtained by multiplying the non-linear 5 

stratigraphic response factor, SNL, with the topographic amplification factor, ST. 6 

In Eq. (23), the reference ground motion parameters (amax, Tm, D5-95) are still expressed as 7 

deterministic variables. To account for their probabilistic nature, Eq. (23) can be generalized by 8 

introducing their median values, as predicted by GMPEs, and the global residual random variable, 9 

σtot εtot, instead of that of the normalised displacements, σLU*εLU*. In this study, the peak ground 10 

acceleration was estimated as a function of magnitude and distance through the attenuation law of 11 

Ambraseys et al. (1996), i.e. that adopted in the Italian Seismic Hazard map to evaluate the hazard 12 

curves of ag (Barani et al, 2009). As a result, Eq. (23) can be expressed as a function of magnitude 13 

and distance only. The solution cannot be expressed, again, in explicit form, but the limit 14 

acceleration can be evaluated as: 15 
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 (25) 16 

In Eq. (25), a*
lim .is the ‘reference limit acceleration’, i.e. the value of ay which leads a hypothetical 17 

reference site not affected by amplification to a threshold displacement, u*
lim, equal to 1 cm, with a 18 

probability of 50%. The value of alim
* can be numerically computed by setting amax = ag in Eq. (23), 19 

for a given magnitude - distance bin. The results are shown in the chart of Fig. 12, where isolines of 20 

a*
lim are expressed in terms of Richter surface-waves magnitude, Ms, and Joyner and Boore 21 

distance, rJB (i.e. the parameters requires from GMPE of Ambraseys et al, 1996) so as to be 22 

compared to the upper bound curves suggested by Keefer and Wilson (1989) for Categories I and II. 23 

These latter express the maximum distance at which disrupted or coherent landslides were observed 24 

in seismic events, whatever the stability conditions before the earthquake and the amount of 25 

permanent displacements of the slopes.  26 



 1 

Fig. 12. Chart for evaluating the reference limit acceleration from hazard evaluated in terms of magnitude 2 
and distance. The data points represent the application of the screening criterion for Calitri landslide, 3 
Lexington and Austrian dam. 4 

 5 

Note that the upper bound curve for Category I approximately overlaps the isoline obtained for a*
lim 6 

equal to 0.01 g: this latter value can be therefore considered as a lower bound for a*
lim. 7 

Eq. (25) accounts also for the error ε needed to correct the median value of ground motion 8 

amplitude to the actual value of ag, obtained by a rigorous evaluation of seismic site hazard; this 9 

latter is usually given by the disaggregation data. The same equation also includes the frequency 10 

reduction factor, F, that can be predicted with Eq. (9), if the fundamental period of the sliding 11 

mass is known; if not, a conservative evaluation of F can be obtained from Eq. (11), depending on 12 

the confidence level adopted. 13 

4 Application examples 14 

4.1 The case studies 15 

The two simplified procedures proposed in §2 and §3 were tested for three well-known case 16 

histories, in which permanent displacements were observed during strong-motion earthquakes, and 17 

for which the available acceleration records and geotechnical parameters were adequately reliable. 18 

In such conditions, it was possible to perform the simplified analyses with two different approaches 19 

with increasing level of detail: 20 

1) a ‘seismological approach’, i.e. estimating the ground motion parameters by using only 21 

source and site information together with ground motion prediction equations; 22 

2) a ‘deterministic approach’, i.e. using the reference ground motion parameters 23 

measured/assumed at the site. 24 



 1 
 2 

Fig. 13. Plan and main section of (a) Calitri landslide (modified from Martino and Scarascia Mugnozza, 3 
2005), (b) Austrian Dam and (c) Lexington Dam (modified from Harder et al., 1998). 4 

 5 

The first case history analysed is a large slope movement in the Calitri village, in Southern Italy 6 

(Fig. 13a). The dominating mechanism is a rotational sliding, evolving to a mud-slide at the toe 7 

where the slope approaches the left side of Ofanto river valley (Cotecchia and Del Prete, 1984; 8 

Hutchinson and Del Prete, 1985). The slope movement was reactivated by the two sequential main-9 

shocks of Irpinia earthquake, occurred on November 23, 1980 (Irpinia 1st with Mw = 6.9, Irpinia 2nd 10 

with Mw = 6.2), with incremental displacements observed ranging from 1 to 2 m (Hutchinson and 11 



Del Prete, 1985). At this site, the acceleration time histories were recorded by a station located at 1 

the crown of the landslide, where a detailed geotechnical characterisation was available (Palazzo, 2 

2003). Due to the location, the records are affected by topographic and stratigraphic amplification; 3 

for such a reason, a reference acceleration time history was inferred by an equivalent linear 4 

deconvolution analysis through the subsoil profile (Ausilio et al, 2009). The ground motion 5 

parameters required for the simplified analyses with the second approach were computed from the 6 

acceleration time history projected along the azimuth 203.25°, corresponding to the direction of the 7 

main movement. The subsoil model of the landslide was calibrated in previous studies including the 8 

application of different numerical methods (e.g. Ausilio et al, 2009; Tropeano et al, 2016). 9 

The other two examples considered are first-rupture cases damages suffered by two earth dams 10 

during the Californian Loma Prieta earthquake on October 18, 1989 (Mw = 6.9).  11 

The Austrian Dam (Fig. 13b) is located along the Northern segment of the fault considered 12 

responsible for the event, about 11 km away from the epicentre. After the seismic event, significant 13 

sliding phenomena in the proximity of the right abutment were observed: the settlement of the 14 

embankment crest was about 75 cm for most part of its length, while the average downstream 15 

horizontal displacement was 15 cm, with a maximum value of about 32 cm near the right abutment 16 

(Harder et al, 1998). The displacements measured and the damage observed along the embankment 17 

foot suggested that a main failure mechanism occurred in the downstream direction. 18 

 19 

Table 5. Geotechnical properties, event information and ground motion parameters for the three cases 20 
analysed in this study.  21 

Parameter Calitri landslide Austrian Dam Lexington Dam 

subsoil class [EC8-NTC] B B B 

Ts [s] 0.45 [1] 0.33 [2] 0.20 [4] 

ay [g] 0.01 [1] 0.19 [3] 0.31 [4] 

Event name  Irpinia 1st  Irpinia 2nd Loma Prieta  Loma Prieta 

Event date  23/11/1980 23/11/1980 18/10/1989 18/10/1989 

Time (UTC)  18:34:53 18:35:30 00:04:15 00:04:15 

Ms  6.6 6.1 7.1 7.1 

Mw  6.9 6.2 6.9 6.9 

rJB [km] 13.3 8.8 0.1 3.2 

ag [g] 0.07 [5] 0.08 [5] 0.52 [6] 0.63 [6] 

ag (GMPE) [g] 0.17 0.17 0.81 0.61 

D5-95 [s] 24.6 18.0 8.0 [6] 7.2 [6] 

D5-95 (GMPE) [s] 15.4 8.2 13.4 13.9 

Tm [s] 0.76 0.81 0.61 [6] 0.48 [6] 

Tm (GMPE) [s] 0.55 0.35 0.51 0.52 

u [7] [cm] 100 – 200 15 – 32 

32 
4.7 - 7.6 

notes: [1] after Ausilio et al. (2009)]; [2] after Bray (2007); [3] from limit equilibrium analysis, this study; [4] from limit 

equilibrium analysis, after Tropeano et al. (2016); [5] from deconvolution of recorded accelerogram, after Ausilio et al. 

(2009); [6] from Corralitos record; [7] mean – max observed displacements. 



The dam was not equipped with any instrument recording the seismic motion, so that, following 1 

Vrymoed and Lam (2006), the reference input motion was assumed equal to the record taken at 2 

Corralitos station (located about 8 km from the epicenter) projected along the dam cross-section. 3 

The synthetic parameters required for the deterministic approach were computed from the 4 

acceleration vector projected along an azimuth equal to 76.2°, corresponding to the downstream 5 

direction of the main embankment section. The yield acceleration was computed by pseudo-static 6 

analyses, considering the soil parameters and the hydraulic conditions (including the increment in 7 

pressure head measured by piezometers after the event), reported by Harder et al. (1998). The 8 

predominant period was evaluated following the simplified procedure suggested by Bray (2007). 9 

The Lexington Dam (Fig. 13c), currently known as Lenihan Dam, is a zoned embankment, located 10 

at about 3.6 km from the margin of the fault responsible of the Loma Prieta earthquake. The seismic 11 

event produced cracks in the upstream and downstream sides of both abutments. The maximum 12 

vertical deformation at the crest was about 26 cm, while the average downstream horizontal 13 

displacement was about 4.7 cm and the maximum value was about 7.6 cm near the crest midpoint 14 

(Harder et al, 1998; Hadidi el al, 2014). The Lexington Dam, at the time of the event, was 15 

instrumented with three strong-motion accelerometers, one over the outcropping rock near the left 16 

abutment and two on the embankment (left and right crest, see Fig. 13c). These instruments 17 

recorded peak accelerations in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the dam (NS) equal to 0.45, 18 

0.39 and 0.45 g, respectively. As highlighted by Harder et al. (1998), the left abutment recording 19 

cannot be considered as reference ground motion for the dam, because it presented a significant 20 

amplification at low frequencies. This suggests that the recorded motion might be affected by site 21 

conditions, or that the instruments were involved in the damage observed on the left abutment; thus, 22 

for the deterministic approach, the record taken at Corralitos station was again assumed as reference 23 

input motion, considering its NS component acting along the dam cross-section. The geotechnical 24 

parameters needed for the application of the proposed procedures were taken by previous studies 25 

(Harder et al, 1998; Hadidi et al, 2014; Tropeano et al, 2016).  26 

Table 5 summarizes the main parameters characterizing the three case studies. 27 

4.2 Evaluation of the limit acceleration 28 

The application of the screening procedure proposed in §3 was first addressed to evaluate the limit 29 

acceleration of the slopes, given a threshold displacement, ulim. To assess the results of the 30 

screening procedure, for each case study ulim was set equal to the observed displacement, and the 31 

error, , of the predictive equation for the peak ground acceleration was set equal to 0 (i.e. the mean 32 

predicted value was considered).  33 



Following the seismological approach, by knowing the magnitude and distance values, the chart of 1 

Fig. 12 allowed for evaluating the reference limit acceleration shown in the same figure. The actual 2 

limit acceleration was computed from alim
* through Eq. (25). Table 6 reports the relevant parameters 3 

and the values of alim computed by considering a conservative evaluation of F (p = 84%). 4 

Using the deterministic approach, the ground motion parameters were evaluated from the 5 

acceleration time history recorded or back-figured at each site. In this case, the value of alim was 6 

computed directly using Eq. (23). The results are again reported in Table 6. 7 

The values obtained for alim represent the conditions for which the slope displacement may be equal 8 

to ulim with a given probability level, i.e. a kind of ‘slope fragility’. Such conditions occur when the 9 

limit acceleration is greater than the yield acceleration (see Table 5), i.e. the cases shown in Table 6 10 

with bold text. Alternatively, the value of alim (expressed in g) might be used as horizontal seismic 11 

coefficient for a pseudo-static stability analysis. The negative values (< 0) imply the possibility that 12 

the slope can sustain the limit displacements, but this event has a higher non-exceedance 13 

probability. 14 

For the Calitri landslide, this procedure was applied individually to both sub-events, since the 15 

observed displacements cannot be attributed to a single shaking, because they result from the whole 16 

sequence. Thus, in this case the results of the screening procedure must be considered as only 17 

indicative of the slope fragility; Table 6 shows that the deterministic approach gives more 18 

conservative predictions of alim with respect to the seismological approach, being this latter affected 19 

by an underestimation of ground motion parameters, especially of the shaking duration (see 20 

Table 5). On the other hand, the limit accelerations predicted by the seismological approach for the 21 

two dams appear more conservative, being the most significant ground motion parameters (namely, 22 

the duration) estimated by the GMPEs higher than those resulting from the records (see Table 5). 23 

 24 

Table 6. Screening procedure applied to the selected case histories. 25 

 Calitri Landslide Austrian Dam Lexington Dam 

Earthquake Irpinia 1st Irpinia 2nd Loma Prieta Loma Prieta 

Displacement: ulim [cm] 50 100 50 100 15 32 4.7 7.6 

Seism. 

appr. 

alim
* [g] 0.09 0.07 0.56 0.41 

αF (p = 84%)  0.99 0.78 0.99 0.99 

alim [g] 
(p = 50%) 0.019 < 0 < 0 < 0 0.333 0.246 0.355 0.311 

(p = 84%) 0.053 0.030 0.010 < 0 0.452 0.365 0.450 0.406 

Deter. 

appr. 

αF (p = 84%) 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

alim [g] 
(p = 50%) 0.011 < 0 0.010 < 0 0.178 0.116 0.298 0.253 

(p = 84%) 0.024 0.013 0.025 0.012 0.261 0.200 0.395 0.350 

 26 



4.3 Evaluation of the displacement hazard curve  1 

The prediction of displacement was also performed by following both approaches above described. 2 

The displacements hazard curves were evaluated accounting for the frequency reduction factor, αF, 3 

in three different ways, in order to assess the degree of approximation of the relevant assumptions: 4 

- deterministic median value, by fixing the mean period, Tm (Eq. 11); 5 

- deterministic upper bound, by fixing Tm for p = 84% (Eq. 11); 6 

- full probabilistic prediction (Eqs. 8, 9 and 10). 7 

In the first two cases, the hazard curve was computed by Eq. (21), i.e. considering the linear 8 

combination of normal random variables, while in the third case, Eq. (17) was numerically 9 

integrated for the (Mw, rJB) bins. In all cases, the linear relationship of Eq. (14) was adopted for the 10 

prediction of the median displacement. In Fig. 14, the hazard curves obtained for all cases are 11 

shown with box-plots that permit to summarize the main confidence values (median, lower and 12 

upper quartiles, 10% and 90% percentiles); the box-plots are compared with the ranges of the 13 

observed displacement (mean-max value, grey-filled areas).  14 

For the Calitri landslide, the displacement hazard assessment accounts for the time history relevant 15 

to both sub-events characterizing the Irpinia earthquake; in fact, an overall probability density 16 

function (PDF) of displacement was computed as the convolution integral of the PDFs individually 17 

computed for both events. 18 

Analyzing in detail Fig. 14, note that with both approaches the displacements are seldom under-19 

predicted if a conservative value of αF is adopted, while the full probabilistic prediction yields the 20 

lowest median value and the highest data dispersion. This latter largely derives from the non-linear 21 

dependence of αF on the mean period.  22 

 23 

 24 

Fig. 14. Comparison between the observed displacements and those predicted following the seismological 25 
(a) and the deterministic (b) approaches for the three case histories selected.  26 



As expected, the displacements predicted through the ‘deterministic approach’ are closer to the 1 

observed values, especially if the ground motion parameters result from real recordings on the site, 2 

as for Calitri landslide.  3 

Following the ‘seismological approach’, the results are mainly influenced by the assessment of peak 4 

ground acceleration (that is still considered as a deterministic variable), but also by the prediction of 5 

the significant duration. It follows that this method tends to over-predict the displacements of the 6 

dams for the Loma Prieta earthquake (for which D5-95 is overestimated than that of recordings 7 

assumed in both cases), while the opposite occurs for the Calitri landslide, being the significant 8 

duration of the whole sequence underestimated by the empirical predictive equation.  9 

It must be remarked that the dam displacements are likely to be influenced by other factors that are 10 

not considered in the simplified analysis proposed herein, like the cyclic strength degradation and 11 

the development of pore water pressure. The latter could be empirically included in the evaluation 12 

of yielding acceleration, as it was done in this study for the Austrian dam; this can result in a more 13 

conservative estimate of the displacements, but also could increase the uncertainty of the prediction. 14 

5 Conclusions 15 

 16 

The simplified methods to evaluate seismic slope displacements generally make use of predictive 17 

equations which empirically relate computed and/or observed displacements to the ratio between ay 18 

and amax. Such procedures do not require dynamic analyses and the determination of design 19 

accelerograms, but often lead to an over-conservative estimate of displacements. 20 

The innovation initially proposed by Makdisi and Seed (1978), and subsequently introduced in 21 

practice by Bray and Rathje (1998), is based on the elaboration of a method for the estimate of the 22 

equivalent acceleration, through the introduction of a set of synthetic parameters, representative of 23 

both seismic action and dynamic ground response. However, the original formulation of the method 24 

presents applicability limits, due to the regional characteristics of seismic motions and to the 25 

specificity of the materials (municipal solid waste) considered. Therefore, the aim of this study was 26 

the calibration of an updated procedure, with specific reference to Italian seismicity and to a wider 27 

spectrum of subsoil models. These latter were referred to the EC8 criteria for ground classification, 28 

recently implemented in the Italian standards. 29 

The methodology developed in this work allows for implementing the decoupled procedure in fully 30 

statistical terms: the required ground motion parameters, in fact, have been defined with appropriate 31 

statistical relationships. The resulting predictive equations, therefore, allow for evaluating the 32 

probabilistic variability of slope displacements, depending on the degree of reliability required for 33 

the design.  34 



On the basis of the same seismological database, ground motion prediction equations have been 1 

proposed for estimating the significant duration and the mean period, as well as semi-empirical 2 

relationships have been calibrated for the evaluation of non-linear site amplification. 3 

In order to estimate the reference ground motion parameters required for the full implementation of 4 

the proposed procedure, predictive equations for the mean period and the significant duration 5 

proposed in literature have been adapted for the Italian seismicity. The comparisons indicated that 6 

the relationship of Kempton & Stewart (2006) provides estimates of the significant duration still 7 

valid for the Italian seismicity, while that of Rathje et al. (2004) tends to overestimate the mean 8 

period for lower magnitudes. 9 

The seismic response analyses carried out for evaluating stratigraphic amplification yielded non-10 

linear response factors different than those at present suggested by national and European standards, 11 

and, on the average, more sensitive to the reference acceleration (see Fig. 6). The general 12 

framework, however, does not lose its validity whether a code-based choice of amplification factor 13 

is preferred.  14 

It is widely recognized that the seismic design actions for a slope can be conveniently reduced 15 

accounting for the effects of soil deformability, which tends to reduce the resultant of inertia forces 16 

due to the asynchronous motion. The present method introduces such effects through one single 17 

parameter, the fundamental period of deposit, Ts, which can be straightforward computed from the 18 

knowledge of the shear wave velocity profile and bedrock depth, i.e. the same parameters required 19 

for site classification; as an alternative, it can also be directly measured by one-station surface 20 

geophysical tests, such as the well-known HVSR method. The possibility of applying a more 21 

significant reduction factor to the pseudo-static actions increases with the deformability, and thus 22 

the slope vulnerability. However, such possibility is only available if the frequency content of the 23 

motion is reliably estimated.  24 

The statistical processing of the dynamic sliding block analyses first of all confirmed the validity of 25 

the normalization of permanent displacement with respect to ground motion amplitude, frequency 26 

and duration, to reduce the scatter of their dependency on the acceleration ratio. 27 

The knowledge of the statistical distribution of the ground motion parameters has allowed the 28 

definition of a ‘displacement hazard curve’ in terms of joint probability; from this latter, 29 

expressions were derived for the prediction of the limit acceleration of a slope corresponding to a 30 

threshold displacement. Alternatively, the value of alim (expressed in g) might be used as horizontal 31 

seismic coefficient for a pseudo-static stability analysis.  32 

The procedure requires that the seismic hazard is defined in terms of magnitude-distance bins 33 

through disaggregation graphs. Provided such data are accessible in the common practice, the 34 



simple displacement-based method proposed in this study allows for a more general probabilistic 1 

evaluation of slope stability with respect to the procedures suggested by the Standards, usually 2 

expressed in terms of reduction coefficient of the peak acceleration.  3 

The ‘limit acceleration chart’ in Fig. 12 can be considered as a generalization of the upper bound 4 

curves by Keefer and Wilson (1989), which can be viewed as inherently including the seismic 5 

hazard, the seismic site response and the threshold displacements in the empirical approach. The use 6 

of the chart requires only three hazard parameters (Mw, rJB, ) usually provided by the 7 

disaggregation data, while the threshold displacement and the non-exceedance probability represent 8 

performance design requirements. The chart reported in this study is specifically referred to the 9 

Italian seismicity, but the procedure used for its definition is easily exportable to other 10 

seismological contexts, by adopting the appropriate regional empirical predictive relationships for 11 

estimating the ground motion parameters.  12 

For the example cases, it was verified that the displacements computed considering the recorded 13 

seismic motions are closer to the observed values with respect to those predicted by simply 14 

estimating the ground motion parameters. This confirms that the predictions obtained through the 15 

decoupled procedure calibrated in this study are strongly dependent on the uncertainty of the 16 

estimated ground motion parameters. It is therefore recommended to use this procedure for 17 

predicting both limit acceleration and displacement with a high confidence level, in order to keep 18 

the traditionally conservative character of the simplified approaches.  19 
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